
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of media
account manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for media account manager

Manage all aspects of the client’s recruitment media campaigns including
strategizing, aiding in the creative process, determining appropriate
targeting & ROI metrics, executing the campaign, troubleshooting,
optimizing and reporting
Ensure successful renewal of certain products through compelling reporting
and the ability to effectively manage campaigns from start to finish
Partner closely with sales professionals to understand their clients’ hiring
objectives & challenges, resulting in attaining a high score on the annual peer
evaluation survey
Pro-actively reach sales professionals and clients to get necessary information
for media campaigns implementation and deployment
Partner closely with the enterprise sales reps to understand their clients’
hiring objectives & challenges, resulting in attaining a high score on the
annual peer evaluation survey
Driving revenue for the company through sales both directly with brands and
advertisers, and indirectly through agencies
Ensuring consistency in product, pricing and execution across your own, and
other agency patches
Working with the Ad Operations, Planning and Virtue teams to ensure best in
class scoping, pitching and delivery of work and campaigns to your clients
Strategically approaching and creating key account plans for the growth and
development of existing and potential large scale advertiser relationships
from a short, medium and long term perspective
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Qualifications for media account manager

Existing knowledge of the market and clients is a must
Contacts within the watches and/or motoring sectors preferred
3 years of Digital Media Planning experience for a publishing company is
strongly preferred
Experience with DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP)
Experience with Email Marketing a plus
Experience responding to RFPs from National Advertising Agencies


